Does absolute brain size really predict self-control? Hand-tracking training improves performance on the A-not-B task
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Large-scale, comparative cognition studies are set to revolutionize the way we investigate and understand the evolution of intelligence. However, the conclusions reached by such work have a key limitation: the cognitive tests themselves. If factors other than cognition can systematically affect the performance of a subset of animals on these tests, we risk drawing the wrong conclusions about how intelligence evolves. Here, we examined whether this is the case for the A-not-B task, recently used by MacLean and co-workers to study self-control among 36 different species. Non-primates performed poorly on this task; possibly because they have difficulty tracking the movements of a human demonstrator, and not because they lack self-control.

To test this, we assessed the performance of New Caledonian crows on the A-not-B task before and after two types of training. New Caledonian crows trained to track rewards moved by a human demonstrator were more likely to pass the A-not-B test than birds trained on an unrelated choice task involving inhibitory control. Our findings demonstrate that overlooked task demands can affect performance on a cognitive task, and so bring into question MacLean's conclusion that absolute brain size best predicts self-control.

1. Introduction

With developments in phylogenetic analyses, and an increasing ability to coordinate research efforts around the world, large-scale comparisons of cognition across multiple species are set to revolutionize the way we investigate the evolution of intelligence [1]. However, this type of work is only as robust as the comparative tests used. If factors other than variation in cognition can systematically affect the performance of a subset of the animals tested, there is a real danger that faulty conclusions will be drawn.

In 2014, MacLean and co-workers reported on an impressive collaborative study testing 36 species of primates, birds, rodents, carnivores and elephants on two self-control tasks [2]. (The use of the term ‘self-control’ to describe these tasks is debated [3], but for consistency we follow MacLean’s usage here.) The first was a ‘cylinder’ task, where subjects had to detour to the side of a transparent cylinder to retrieve food. The second was an ‘A-not-B’ task, where subjects retrieved food from cup ‘A’ three times, then witnessed a human move the food from cup ‘A’ to cup ‘B’. Subjects had to inhibit their desire to select previously rewarded cup ‘A’ to succeed. However, they also had to accurately track the movement of food by a human hand. This additional demand may have selectively disadvantaged non-primates, who frequently fail tasks involving human demonstrators [4–7]. Given this confounding factor, there is a real
possibility that the conclusion reached by MacLean et al. [2]—that absolute brain size predicts self-control—is wrong.

Supporting this, while primates performed similarly on the cylinder and A-not-B tasks, six of the eight non-primates given both tasks showed a drop in performance of 41–66% on the A-not-B task. Elephants failed every trial. Pigeons and domestic dogs were the only exceptions, and strikingly, they were the only non-primates trained to retrieve food from containers after witnessing baiting. It is therefore unclear if the (almost unanimous) test failures by non-primates were due to limited self-control or an inability to track food moved by human hands.

Across the discipline of animal cognition, there is a growing impetus for researchers to attend to failures, which have a multitude of causes, and not just problem-solving successes [8,9]. This becomes essential when we intend to draw conclusions from variation in test performance, both across and within species [10]. Lowering task demands, or correlating performance from different tasks, can provide valuable information about why a subject or species failed a particular test [8]. Even more powerful are intervention studies, where subjects are trained to overcome a specific weakness, to determine whether this was a cause of their failure (a practice commonly used to study developmental disorders [11]).

Here, we ran an intervention study with two groups of wild-caught New Caledonian crows to assess their performance on the A-not-B task before and after training. One group was trained to attend to the movement of food by a human demonstrator, while the other received reversal learning: an unrelated choice task, but one that involves inhibitory control [12]. New Caledonian crows have small absolute, but large relative, brain sizes [13]. However, like several species with similarly small brains [14,15], they display various behaviours that involve self-control. New Caledonian crows delay foraging in order to manufacture tools in the wild [16] and perform well on cognitive tasks that involve inhibiting their approach towards food [17] or switching their responses across trials [18,19]. Thus, if this species fails the A-not-B task, it may be because they struggle to attend to the movement of food by a human demonstrator. If this is the case, training crows to track the demonstrator’s actions should improve their A-not-B performance.

### 2. Material and method

**(a) Subjects**

Subjects were 14 wild-caught New Caledonian crows held in captivity for 10 to 17 weeks before testing began (table 1). All birds had previously taken part in experiments involving tool-use and learning object properties, and some had taken part in a cooperative study with conspecifics (light blue, D3R, D4R, D4B and RWY [20]), but no subjects had ever been required to attend to human actions or the movement of rewards.

**(b) Procedure**

**i. Initial A-not-B test**

Birds were habituated to all elements of the test set-up and trained to remove cardboard lids from pre-baited cups. In all cases, bait was meat, which these crows do not appear to locate using olfactory cues (electronic supplementary material). They then received an A-not-B test. At the start of each trial, three cups and three lids were placed on a table at the front of a $2.5 \times 5 \times 3$ m cage (figure 1). From outside the cage, the experimenter reached through a flap to bait one cup (A) and lid all three cups. When the bird chose the baited cup (A) three trials in a row, they received an A-not-B trial, where, after baiting A, the experimenter visibly took the reward out of A and moved it to B (electronic supplementary material, movie). To pass, birds had to choose cup B. To be comparable with [2], we followed the procedure for Eurasian jays, except that the
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Figure 1. Diagram of the experimental set-up. The experimenter reached through a flap in the cage to bait and lid the cups. All walls were opaque. (Online version in colour.)

experimenter’s body was concealed. This was necessary to minimize fear among our wild-caught birds.

(ii) Experimental training (hand-tracking)

Birds were assigned to one of two training conditions before the experiment began, balancing sex, age and boldness (table 1; electronic supplementary material, methods). All birds that failed the initial A-not-B test (which all 14 birds did) then received training. Experimental subjects were trained to attend to the experimenter baiting one of three cups. In each trial, three cups and three lids were placed on the table, then, from outside the cage, the experimenter placed the reward on the table, lidded all three cups, then lifted each lid in turn, placing the reward in one cup. The rewarded cup, the order the lids were lifted and whether the first, second or third cup touched was baited were pseudo-randomized. This ensured birds attended to the movement of the food, not to cues such as ‘which lid was touched last’. Subjects were trained until they achieved 9/10 correct trials with this procedure, or received 250 trials of any kind (including modified trials to overcome side biases or motivational problems).

(iii) Control training (reverse learning)

Control subjects received a reverse colour learning task, conducted in the same location as hand-tracking training, which required inhibitory control, but not attention to human actions or movement of rewards. Subjects had to inhibit choosing a previously rewarded container to succeed; therefore, any differences between experimental and control groups at test were unlikely to stem from experimental birds developing better self-control than the controls during training. In each trial, the experimenter placed two coloured tubes on the table, one containing a reward, then exited the room. Once birds learnt that one colour was rewarded (9/10 correct trials), the rewarded colour was reversed, and birds had to choose the previously unrewarded colour in 9/10 trials. Training continued until birds passed or received 250 reversal trials.

(iv) Post-training five A-not-B tests

Subjects that passed the training (3/8 experimental birds, 6/6 controls) then received five further A-not-B tests (procedure as before). The identity of the A and B cups (left, middle or right cup) changed for each test.

(v) Choices

For the A-not-B tests and hand-tracking training, choices were defined as obtaining the reward (if correct) or approaching, within 10 cm, the open end of the empty tube (if incorrect), where the contents would be visible. Any ambiguous choices were recorded as incorrect. Birds were given time to consume rewards if obtained, but were only permitted to make one choice in each trial. This was enforced by the experimenter entering the room to end the trial. This condition was relaxed for some birds during hand-tracking training if they lost motivation, in which case they were allowed to make multiple choices until their motivation increased. Trials were scored live by the experimenter (S.A.J. or assistant) and then from video by S.A.J.

3. Results

All 14 subjects failed the initial A-not-B test. For the hand-tracking training, three out of eight experimental birds passed—taking 100, 150 and 190 trials. A further three birds reached 250 trials, and two had to be stopped at 150 trials owing to motivation and time constraints. All control birds passed colour learning within 10–20 trials, then reverse learning within 40–70 trials (mean: 56.7). The three birds that passed the hand-tracking training also passed the majority of A-not-B tests, scoring 5/5, 3/5 and 2/5 (median: 3/5). One bird passed the first test, and all passed the second test. In contrast, the control birds failed almost every A-not-B test: four scored 0/5 and two scored 1/5, both passing the fourth test only (median: 0/5, table 1). The performances of the two groups were significantly different (Mann–Whitney U-test: $U = 0$, $n_1 = 3$, $n_2 = 6$, $p = 0.02$).

4. Discussion

Our results demonstrate that New Caledonian crows are more successful on the A-not-B task if they have been trained to retrieve rewards placed inside cups by a human demonstrator, compared with if they only receive training on an unrelated inhibitory control task. In our small sample, all three birds that learnt to track the demonstrator’s actions passed more A-not-B tests than all of the controls. Only one crow passed on the first trial; thus their performance was not perfect. However, if we compare these results with MacLean’s (bearing in mind that we conducted multiple tests per subject), New Caledonian crows that learnt to track hands rank joint ninth out of 27 species, equivalent to long-tailed macaques, with 67% success. However, with just 7% success, New Caledonian crows that received reversal learning training ranked second from last, surpassing only elephants [2].

Learning to track hands was difficult. Only three out of eight birds passed this training, which confirms that these crows struggle to follow human demonstrators. Given that the successful birds then passed more A-not-B tests, we should be cautious of the conclusion drawn by MacLean et al. [2], that absolute brain size predicts self-control, particularly in relation to non-primates. We do not know whether subjects could track hands before being given the A-not-B test; therefore, we do not know whether poor performance on this test reflects issues with hand-tracking or issues with self-control. Indeed, several species that performed very poorly on the A-not-B test display impressive self-control in other areas. Elephants wait up to 45 s for a partner in a cooperative task [21] and both Eurasian and Western scrub jays were defined as obtaining the reward (if correct) or approaching, within 10 cm, the open end of the empty tube (if incorrect), where the contents would be visible. Any ambiguous choices were recorded as incorrect. Birds were given time to consume rewards if obtained, but were only permitted to make one choice in each trial. This was enforced by the experimenter entering the room to end the trial. This condition was relaxed for some birds during hand-tracking training if they lost motivation, in which case they were allowed to make multiple choices until their motivation increased. Trials were scored live by the experimenter (S.A.J. or assistant) and then from video by S.A.J.
can plan for the future [14,15]. More generally, birds such as corvids, with very small absolute brain sizes, regularly rival apes or monkeys on cognitive tasks that place demands on self-control [9,22].

Our results show that prior experience affects A-not-B task success. However, in addition to learning to track hands, our experimental group also had more experience with the A-not-B apparatus. This is unlikely to have driven our results because both groups were extensively trained to remove lids; however, our findings should be confirmed using identical apparatuses for both training tasks, and, more generally, by conducting studies with different tasks, training and greater sample sizes.

Our findings provide a cautionary tale for future studies comparing cognitive test performances across multiple species. As demonstrated here, if subjects can fail a task for multiple reasons, variation in test performance will not reflect meaningful variation in cognition. We therefore suggest a threefold approach for designing comparative tests. Lowering additional task demands to an absolute minimum is an important starting point [8]. However, it is also critical to level the playing field from the bottom up by using baseline criterion training. Such training ensures that subjects can attend to all additional elements of the task before tests of the desired cognitive ability begin. A third avenue is to adopt a signature-testing approach, where not just problem-solving successes, but also information biases, errors and limits, are compared across species [9]. By reducing task demands, using thorough baseline criterion training, and adopting a signature-testing approach, phylogenetic comparative studies can provide real insights into the evolution of cognition.
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